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Summary

Income investors generally avoid precious metals because these assets do not

generate an income stream.

Investors who rely on dividend income should have 2 years of basic expenses in

safe, highly liquid form to avoid the need to convert to cash in market shocks.

Today, I discuss how to use gold to protect against sudden market shocks and

obtain superior monthly income while doing so.

With gold currently trading near its all in sustaining cost (AISC) to produce, there is now

an opportunity for income investors to own gold for the dual purpose of maintaining 2

years of cash liquidity to hedge against sharp short term market crashes and to generate

monthly cash income at the same time. This is an attractive strategic alternative to holding

cash or short term monetary instruments which currently pay extremely low yields.

(image source: biostockspro.com)

Gold has traditionally been a safe haven asset to hedge against inflation, government

instability, and disaster shocks where a readily liquid hard asset is advisable. Through the

ages right up to the present time, people have held gold in various forms for this purpose.

These include coins, jewelry, ingots, depositary receipts, and gold mines. With the

exception of gold mine shares (and mutual funds of such shares) which may pay
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dividends, each of these forms share some negative traits:

Cost of storage and security.

Price spread between buying and selling.

Risk of physical loss through theft or natural disaster.

No current income yield while the gold is held.

All of these elements combine to make holding physical gold a wasting asset with

maintenance expenses and lost opportunity costs of non-performing assets slowly eating

away at their value. For each and all of these reasons, gold has not been attractive as an

asset class to income investors.

When picking an asset to place near term defensive living expenses (2 years of basic

needs) cash or demand savings, short term bonds, and time deposits with an interest yield

have been the traditional choice for the income investor. The ultra low yield environment

persisting since the global financial crisis of 2009 continues to make these investment

classes painfully poor options for income investors.

Several factors are currently present that offer the income investor a new alternative to the

traditional ultra low yield choices for their liquid cash reserve. The sustained pullback of

gold, currently at a New York spot price of $1293.00, to near the average AISC production

costs for the major gold producers which is now exceeding $1200 per troy ounce sets the

likely long term floor on gold and makes sustained departures below these AISC prices

unlikely.

Erwin Lubbers observes in his recent analysis of gold price trends at goldresearcher.com:

Rising costs should put a downside protection or floor on the gold price.

When the cash cost is higher than the gold price, mining companies will

attempt to halt production at those mines until the gold price increases. In the

first half of 2013, the gold price hit a low of $1190, a price level below the All in

Sustaining Cost of many gold miners. The gold price recovered to above

$1300 a few weeks later, a level just above profitability.

This current threshold pricing of Gold suggests a strategy of using SPDR Gold Shares

(NYSEARCA:GLD) (an ETF of gold depositary receipts) as a suitable risk asset to use for

short term defensive cash instead of actual cash, bank deposits, or short term bonds.
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Buying the GLD shares and concurrently selling at the money near term covered call

contracts on those holdings generates an attractive yield rate at this time while

maintaining the defensive cash liquidity desired in the case of market shocks.

Because gold prices are expected to be more stable than equities and bonds, or even rise

in times of global crisis, disaster, or inflation, the units will likely be called away from you if

such events arise. The effect is to convert your gold holdings back into the cash asset you

would be holding if you had not shifted from the liquid cash investment into the gold units.

However, unlike holding the cash or low yield deposits, you are earning a much more

attractive yield on the covered call option premiums you receive in using this strategy.

There is added downside risk to capital preservation with this strategy because you are

exposed to the fluctuating market price of gold. However, the downside risk is sharply

reduced during periods of market crisis when gold is expected to rise. Thus, your risk is

least when the likelihood of call away conversion and your desire to shift back to cash is

highest. This is a good tradeoff in the current market price environment.

The GLD ETF avoids the negative features of holding gold cited above except for some of

the storage cost features. The GLD manager sells off a small amount of the total gold

reserves each year to cover storage and management costs. This generally is about

0.4%.

A current example of employing this strategy is to allocate a defensive 2 years of bare

minimum cost of living expense to buying gold. We will use $60,000 in this example. GLD

closed Friday May 23, 2014 at the time this article was written at $124.51. Therefore,

$60,000/$124.51 = 481.89 units of GLD. We round up to 500 units in 100 share lots so as

to have round lots to write our covered calls with. $124.51 * 500 = $62,255. At the same

time, the Friday afternoon trading price for 6/21/2014 $125.00 calls was $1.53 premium for

the standard 100 share contracts and $1.31 bid on the premium on the 10 share GLD7

mini options. The sale of 5 call contracts of the standard GLD 100 share lot options

generates $153 * 5 = $765.00 cash income for the 27 day contract. This is an absolute

yield of 1.23% and an annualized rate of return on our invested funds of [(1.23%/27

days)*365] = 16.63%, a much higher yield rate than available from any deposit savings,

money market, or similar risk level bond.

This example shows how moving our defensive cash reserve into gold currently adds to

monthly income for investors who follow a dividend income investment strategy. It does so

while managing risk through a strategy anticipating call away in up-trending markets of

either normal trend or, even more importantly, those triggered by market crises. Each
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Comments (60)

month a new covered call contract is written at the $125 strike, if the shares have not been

called away. If they have been called away in the absence of a broader market shock,

then a new long GLD position is bought for the round lot $60,00+/- position and covered

call contracts at the money are sold anew. This way, the 2-year defensive cash is

maintained at its same general level regardless of the upward trending price of gold.

There is a very important limiting caveat for this strategy when used by dividend income

investors. The downside risk is only manageable and acceptable when the price of gold is

near its AISC of production. If and when gold moves significantly above that price point,

the downside risk of a sharp and sustained fall in gold prices due to a deflating bubble

becomes too great of a risk to expose defensive cash reserves to.

Options trading is always best done inside a tax preference account (IRA, ROTH,

SIMPLE, etc.). Tax consequences of call-aways should always be considered when

selecting appropriate Strike prices and contract lengths.

In addition to the current threshold pricing of gold near its AISC production price, the

current global political crises; Chinese economic weakness and Renminbi currency

instability; and potential re-emergence of eurozone issues with Greek, Spanish,

Portuguese, and Irish debt; make gold likely to further limited downside risk to current gold

pricing.

I hope you will have an interest in my recent series and current new series where I detail

the use of covered option writing to boost yields on quality dividend income equities.

Simply click on the bold link labeled FOLLOW above the title at the top of this article to get

an email notice of my new articles when they are published. You will need to be sure that

in your account SETTINGS/EMAIL ALERTS/DAILY EMAILS that you have checked the

AUTHOR ALERTS box. Click here for a link to the index of my past and future articles.

I am not a licensed securities dealer or advisor. The views here are solely my own and

should not be considered or used for investment advice. As always, individuals should

determine the suitability for their own situation and perform their own due diligence before

making any investment.

Disclosure: I am long GLD. I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own opinions.

I am not receiving compensation for it (other than from Seeking Alpha). I have no business

relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned in this article. I am also short the

6/21/2014 $125 covered calls as described in the article strategy.
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Anthony Grossi, Contributor

you could hold GGN, they more or less do that strategy for you. Hasn't worked well recently

27 May 2014, 10:42 AM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for your joining the discussion and providing your observations.Gold funds are a

way to hold gold and often generate income via dividends. However, such funds and the underlying

producer shares they hold are usually highly leveraged vs the gold as a commodity itself as far as their

movements go. This is due to several factors, including the economics of recovery, a small change in gold

price means a significantly larger change in economically recoverable reserves. Further, most producers

(and therefore the funds holding those shares) hedge their future production against price trends so as to

insulate themselves from near term trends and take advantage of what they perceive as attractive

guaranteed prices for the gold they have not yet even mined. This is why many producers are still happily

operating even though current prices are below their all in cost to sustain or even in some cases their

basic cost to produce. They have sold their current and upcoming production in months past when prices

were high so that the current price has little effect on their current operations.

The purpose of the hold gold and sell calls near the money is not consistent with this behavior nor trends.

The goal of this strategy is to take low risk cash the income dependent investor needs to rely on and

generate a reasonably attractive return on it while having it very liquid and safe in case of market shocks

to the downside. Gold as a commodity fits this bill fairly well at the current time. Gold funds do not.

The chart found at

http://bit.ly/1mnkAUe

illustrates how gold is very strongly *inversely* correlated to the S&P500m and equity markets in general

at times of major shocks. This is exactly the behavior we seek in the strategy, since we want our units to

show strong upside performance (and probably be called away) when equities suddenly tumble. This is

the defined period when we desire the cash and thus the reciprocal correlation behavior is ideal.

Richard

27 May 2014, 08:38 PM

Ray Merola, Contributor

Thanks Richard, writing covered calls v the GLD is a good way to generate a little income whie holding an interest

in the yellow metal.

For those who have the inclination, this trade can be leveraged by buying deep-in-the-money long call options (a

strike of ~50% the price of a GLD share) and writing the short calls against it.

This diagonal spread will generate the same amount of income without requiring as much principle outlay as

buying long GLD shares. As the long calls get close to expiration, these may be rolled for a new position. I like to

buy the long calls 9 to 15 months out.
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27 May 2014, 10:46 AM

domveit

Wont you see time erode away the value of the long calls? Do the short calls more than make up for this?

27 May 2014, 02:15 PM

Ray Merola, Contributor

domveit

Time value erodes the premium paid for a long call, but not the intrinsic value. If you but the long calls

"deep in the money," the premium paid is small. One has to pick through the strikes and be patient, but

using my rule of thumb "one half the share value" for these calls, you will do ok.

For instance, GLD is now $122 a share. If I were looking for long calls, I'd be seeking strikes around $60. If

none, then I'd move up. It looks like the 75 strike March 2015s are going for almost no premium at the

midpoint bid/ask.

This has the effect of almost halving the amount of capital the investor must put up to control a set amount

of shares.

The short call (making it a diagonal spread) could be as the author suggests, or whatever the investor

deems is appropriate to generate some income on non-income producing shares like GLD.

27 May 2014, 03:38 PM

domveit

I see. If you are deep enough in the money, then the premium is relatively small. I looked and a Jan 2015

$60 call has a wide spread of 61.40 to 62.45. This appears to go from a premium of -.40 to .60. But the

'last' was 65.20 which would be a premium of 3.35. So we are not very liquid. There was small open

interest, but more than I expected. I see your point about scanning up the strikes and having some

patience.

The downside I see is that if the underlying drops in value, our 'principal' will be hit much harder. If GLD

goes from $120 to $90, our long call goes from $60 to $30. We will be cut in half. If we own GLD outright,

we are only cut by 3 quarters. In this respect, I don't see much difference between this strategy and just

buying GLD with 2x leverage and doing covered calls on that.

Thanks for taking the time to help out us options 'newbies', and let me know if any of my conclusions are

incorrect.

27 May 2014, 05:03 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Hi Ray and thanks for sharing your thoughts and ideas.
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There are indeed ways to add leverage and more sophisticated hedging gold and other commodities with

option spreads, However, I am suggesting what I view as a very conservative and simple strategy strictly

for the "emergency" cash portion of the income investor portfolio. I would consider your suggestions for a

2nd tier portfolio of capital to be invested that will not need to be relied on for liquidation for several years

so as to have more insularity from market moves.

Richard

27 May 2014, 08:43 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Hi and thanks for joining the discussion.

In this strategy, we are selling the covered calls, not buying. So the time erosion of the non-intrinsic part of

the premium is to our advantage. Our principle value is "safe" in the event of call away since we pick a

strike price at or somewhat out of the money. We pick short term contracts, generally about 30 day, so as

to no see the gold price move too far from us while under contract. Rising prices over the contract result in

call-away, a small profit and the income from the premium immediately at time of sale. Sideways drift over

the contract term results in the premium income and an expired option for no gain/loss on that itself but

releasing our underlying GLD shares to write new calls on. Falling gold prices of course result in premium

income still, no call-away, and a decline in the asset value of the GLd Shares which we are continuing to

hold in that event.

All things being equal (no structural change in the safety of gold relative to its downside risks), we simply

continue to hold GLD and write new call options again at strikes above our basis cost. Even after several

months of slow downward drift, it is still reasonable to expect an upward spike *if an equity market crisis

occurs* and thus a return towards or fully to our basis value. This thesis is based on 2 primary factors; A)

gold now is near its aisc production costs and thus has little room for long term downward moves, and

B)the very strong inverse correlation between gold and equities at times market shocks do occur.

Richard

27 May 2014, 08:55 PM

Ray Merola, Contributor

domveit

You've generally got the gist of it. Some additional thoughts:

I look at bid/ask and estimate I can typically split the difference. This will often work, but as you point out it

takes patience. Many strikes are thinly traded and they can work for (or against) you if you. ALWAYS use

limit orders. However, as expiration approaches, things narrow. Then again, if you get the short calls

called, then you have to liquidate long calls to cover it. Once again, it pays to watch the situation carefully,

be patient and follow your trading plan.
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The principal "hit" issue is mostly academic. If you buy 300 shares of GLD for $122, your outlay is $36600.

If you buy 3 contracts at $60 strike for $62 and change each, you put out $18600. While a decline in the

GLD will take more % principal from your long calls, it takes about the same $ cash. It's levered since you

only have about half the investment to begin with.

Beware of 2x gold ETFs or any of that razzle-dazzle. The fees and performance of those funds can be

terrible versus the actual stocks or commodities you are actually trying to invest in. I would not consider

them a reliable proxy for myself.

Good luck with all your 2014 investments.

27 May 2014, 09:34 PM

jsIRA, Premium Contributor

Hi, Ray:

How to handle the big bid/ask spread when buying the long term calls?

Put a limit order or market order?

Thanks.

28 May 2014, 12:49 AM

Ray Merola, Contributor

jsIRA

There are a few general principles I utilize to get a decent fill.

1. As I mentioned to domveit above, ALWAYS use limit orders. NEVER use market orders.

2. Split the difference between the bid and ask, and make this your limit order benchmark. You can often

get this price, sometimes better of the underlying stock moves a bit. You DO NOT need pay ask price on

thinly traded long calls. It's not difficult to pay less than ask for such securities; take your time.

3. Be patient. Know what maximum price and/or premium you're willing to pay for the long call. Look over

the various strikes; sometimes there's a temporary disconnect. A strike or 2 one way or the other is ok.

Inter-day moves of the underlying shares (in this case GLD) will affect the bid/ask. However, note that as

one moves up the strike price chain, the capital outlay will be less, but the premium required to fill the

position goes up.

At the end of the day, the objective is to reproduce a long position using DITM call options instead of

buying shares outright with very little premium.

28 May 2014, 10:00 AM

jsIRA, Premium Contributor
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Thank a lot. This helps.

One reason I did not like to play option is the big spread. I will try some play later to see whether it works.

28 May 2014, 06:10 PM

David at Imperial Beach, Contributor

I like gold as an investment, but I would not consider the strategy you propose. First of all, 2 years worth of cash is

way too much cash for most people. Investors should invest any excess beyond about 2 or 3 months of expenses.

Secondly, assuming a more reasonable cash reserve, hold it in a money market account or bank account that

doesn't have to be sold at a loss if the market takes an unexpected turn against your investment at the very time

you need funds. Forgo the idea of earning much, if any, interest on your ready cash reserve since that is not

possible in the current low interest rate environment. Make money on your investments instead. Gold can be

expected to go up in most crisis situations, but that is no guarantee and the gold market can and does move in

counter-intuitive ways. It should be considered a long term investment. For lower expenses, choose (IAU), not

(GLD). Some people call gold their insurance policy in case the entire banking system collapses. (GLD) and (IAU)

are not appropriate vehicles for an insurance policy since they are part of the banking system.

27 May 2014, 10:59 AM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for your thoughts and observations.

This strategy is for the limited class of investor that are income investors and rely on that income to meet

current living expenses (the income part of the portfolio of retirees mostly). Gold as a investment and

general hedge is a totally different subject overall and not addressed by this strategy.

Richard

27 May 2014, 08:58 PM

ChappyDave

This is an interesting concept, but I would suggest a tweak. Much of that "income" is compensation for the risk

involved in writing calls. In this scenario, the risk is this: If gold drops in price you lose. If gold rises, you don't

benefit. If your shares are called away from you, where will you get the extra funds to replace them? You have the

call price that was paid to you in redeeming the call, but the cost to replace them is now higher than that.

I would suggest not treating all of the call writing revenue as "income" and spending it. Park part of it in the

account and use it to purchase more GLD shares from time to time.

27 May 2014, 01:22 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for your thoughts and suggestions.
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I agree in part. If gold drops, you have not lost except on paper if you continue to hold your GLD units. You

would continue to write covered calls against these and generate more premium income. Clearly, if gold

drops sharply and deeply, your ability to find buyers for your calls at strikes at or above your basis price

may evaporate. The underlying thesis of this strategy is that since gold is near its aisc producer cost at this

time, it will not likely suffer a *sustained period of a deep decline*. Secondly, at such time as the income

investor needs access to this "emergency cash" (a market crash) is exactly the time gold is expected to

perform strongly, thus limiting the downside risk at time of liquidating again.

Your suggestion to put part of the premium aside as an adjustment to your basis price is wise and this

strategy allows each investors to allocate that in accordance with their own income and risk needs and

goals.

Richard

27 May 2014, 09:05 PM

rubber duck

I say take the generous gains the market has given over the past couple years and put at least 10% in physical

gold/silver. "Investing" in paper derivatives will prove costly.

27 May 2014, 01:29 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for sharing your thoughts.

This strategy is not about investing in gold for profit on the gold itself, its about an alternative asset to park

cash in that needs to be available to income investors at times of market shock.

GLD is not a derivative, it is an interest directly in the metal via depositary receipts representing physical

gold in storage held by the fund.

Richard

27 May 2014, 09:08 PM

rubber duck

I can pretty much guarantee they do not have all they say they do. All you have to do is look at the inflows

and outflows, nobody moves that kind of tonnage on a day to day basis without seriously affecting the

price of physical gold. They even tell you they reserve the right to pay out in cash instead of gold.

27 May 2014, 09:13 PM

pat45

WOW GLD huge drop at support now 121.9 . Ideas for drop?
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27 May 2014, 01:43 PM

rubber duck

Options expiration and futures contracts dumped. Remember we are talking about the paper gold market,

not the physical one.

27 May 2014, 02:08 PM

videomonitor

4 possible reasons:

-S&P500 recent performance indicates a bull market

-Economic signals trending positive consistently quarter on quarter basis

-Investors gotten used to fears emanating from Ukraine

-Many instruments, including US Treasuries, seem to carry less risk than Gold

27 May 2014, 02:58 PM

domveit

So from what I have heard of GLD and the like is that these are 'paper gold'. The theory being that the next black

swan event will expose these funds for having issued more shares than the physical gold that they hold. They are

basically using leverage, or a 'fractional reserve' so to speak. So, these instruments could go to zero instead of

rising in price. Is there an answer to this critique?

27 May 2014, 02:19 PM

rubber duck

In a derivative implosion paper certificates saying you own a piece of gold will be worth the paper it's

printed on. If people think it can't happen just look at the leverage in the markets in 2000, 2007, and 2014.

27 May 2014, 03:14 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » No, GLD is not a leveraged investment.

The holdings of the fund are reported as:

Top 10 Holdings (100% of Total Assets)

Company Symbol % Assets

Physical Gold Bullion N/A 100.00

Richard

27 May 2014, 09:10 PM
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Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » If you are suggesting a conspiracy theory of fake gold being fraudulently represented,

then I'll leave your comments in the conspiracy category without rebuttal.

GLD holds only gold bullion and only stored in vaults, leveraged, not secondary, and subject to public

audits like any other fund. Holding GLD is virtually identical to holding the bullion in your own vault except

your expenses are less, your liquidity greater, your buy/sell spread tighter, and your protection against

fraud much better for 99.999% of people. An ingot sitting in your home safe is neither a guaranteed real

ingot of certificate weight and purity (remember the recent frauds found of such ingots even in major

reputable broker vaults?) nor physically as secure as GLD.

You may fear fraud in any holding, metal, depository receipt for the metal, stock shares, bridges for sale,

counterfeit money, fake property deed, or any asset you can think of. GLD is one of the safest of any, if not

the safest. I suppose beef on the hoof in your own backyard may be more readily verifiable but far more

risky as to loss from accident, disease, theft, etc.

Richard

27 May 2014, 09:17 PM

rubber duck

Have you ever tried to exchange GLD shares for the physical stuff? There's a reason they reserve the right

to pay you in paper.

27 May 2014, 09:55 PM

rubber duck

Like I said, try to exchange your shares for the actual gold and report back.

27 May 2014, 09:56 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » You are welcome to keep your money (but of course not currency since we know what a

trap that is with central banks) hidden under your mattress or anywhere you prefer. Please do refrain from

simply repeating your same mantra more than once in the thread however.

Thanks for your input.

Richard

27 May 2014, 10:40 PM

kginsberg

Richard:

I am not necessarily a "conspiracy theorist", but as food for thought; Unless things have changed, the
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physical gold backing the GLD shares are stored in bank vaults [last time I delved into this, I believe for the

most part bank vaults in the UK]. I am also under the impression [again from reading the GLD prospectus

a while ago], that GLD's gold is not segregated from the "general" physical gold held in those bank vaults.

As seen over the years, there is nothing to prevent those banks from certifying to GLD that they have gold

in their vaults, while at the same time repledging, lending, using as collateral those physical assets

elsewhere so that just as in the MF Global demise, the custodial bank basically held what were segregated

customer funds deposited and forced the bankruptcy trustee to take Jamie [et al] to the bar of justice to get

them to release those funds. In the event of a true financial crisis [rather than just a few billion dollars ala

MF Global], what protection exists to have forced those London banks to have not pledged, loaned, or

done any manner of other things that would make it impossible [or very difficult] to actually obtain those

gold bars backing the GLD shares.

I realize you are not proposing this GLD covered call strategy as a "doomsday" strategy, but the shares of

GLD can take a huge hit even if the price of physical gold doesn't if there is ever even a whiff of a potential

issue with the physical gold being held on its behalf being less t han 100% secure and available on

demand [at least on demand of GLD itself if not the investor].

Well, maybe just a bit of a conspiracy theorist [I was a MF Global account holder]

Ken

28 May 2014, 09:43 AM

domveit

Good answer. There is risk every which way you look. You have to weigh the risks of GLD or their trustees

'lying' about their physical bullion reserves against the risks of buying physical bullion. The risks in buying

physical bullion are not zero. They are significant.

If you want to squirrel away a hoard, that is one thing. If you want to trade and hedge and speculate, that

is quite another.

28 May 2014, 01:42 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » The ETF trust owns gold bullion. It is not invested through 2ndary gold bullion offerings.

Its holdings are the metal itself. A full description of the structure and due diligence materials is available

thru the prospectus at

http://bit.ly/SQMNKP

Certainly even bullion could be at some risk for some of the reasons you cite. Risks of fraud are inherent in

any and all financial activities. The risks associated with GLD are perhaps the lowest of all assets,

certainly lower than trading and holding the metal yourself. That's good enough for me.

Richard
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28 May 2014, 01:53 PM

John Wilson, Contributor

There is no problem exchanging your GLD shares for physical gold, -- you are just required to own a

basket of 100,000 shares, the minimum required number of shares for redemption. This most likely

excludes most of us. It also puts the "gold is flowing out Gold Shares (GLD) spin/hysteria" in a different

light. Only players with very deep pockets can hold that many shares of GLD to redeem it for gold, and if

they do so, it is because they want the gold rather than the shares. Gold Shares redemption may be seen

as accumulation rather than liquidation.

28 May 2014, 11:16 PM

domveit

Good article here http://onforb.es/SDKqcB

29 May 2014, 05:29 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for sharing the article link.

Yes, although somewhat dated, having been written in 2011, its a good article and still accurate in the

important points. Owning GLD is owning shares of depositary receipts for gold bullion, not owning the

bullion itself. Owning a stock ADR is owning shares of depository receipts of the underlying stock in the

company, you don't own the company itself. In both cases, the effective result to the investor are identical

with their purpose and goals of holding the underlying asset directly. In some few cases it is not. Certainly

if you're a jeweler and desire gold to manufacture your product, GLD does not supply the same access to

the metal as bullion in your vault or local exchange. If you're an activist investor like Carl Icahn and need

another 2% of a company's shares to force your way into a seat on the board, owning ADRs won't supply

that. But, in both cases, your risks of fraud and malfeasance are less in the depositary instruments than by

directly holding the underlying asset physically.

Richard

29 May 2014, 05:52 PM

fxdudeinmia

Gold's bubble is burst. New round of pain has just begun. No reason to own gold.

27 May 2014, 02:47 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for your thoughts. We'll take them for all the due consideration you presented
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with your argument.

Richard

27 May 2014, 09:18 PM

fxdudeinmia

Mr. Berger, see my other comments on why gold will fall apart by clicking on my profile. I have written

extensively on the reasons why. I just didn't do it this time.

30 May 2014, 08:41 AM

TevisM

The author lays out a plan to earn income on cash held by income investors. The strategy also makes sense for

any investor who has accumulated cash in anticipation of a market correction. The availability of weekly strikes on

GLD offers additional flexibility.

The drop in GLD since the article was written has reduced the downside risk even more. As I write GLD is at

$121.22 ask and the 6/21/14 $122 strike call is quoted at 1.37 ask. That's a 1.13% return in 23 days or 17.9%

annualized. Not too shabby.

The best way to enter such a trade is to use a "Buy-Write" order (your broker may call it something else; ask)

where both the buy of the underlying security and the sell-to-open of the call option are executed simultaneously at

a net debit you can specify with a limit order.

28 May 2014, 12:56 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for your input.

Your suggestion to use buy-write orders is a good one. GLD and its options are actively traded but the

concurrent buy-write is still prudent.

Richard

28 May 2014, 01:55 PM

jsIRA, Premium Contributor

There are better stocks which can use this strategy:

one is SDRL - $37.43. Low volatility, minimum down risks from here, pays decent dividend $4.00 per year

and the dividend will be sustainable for the next few years. Writing covered calls while owning the stock

can get additional yield each and every month.

RIG should be in this category as well.
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28 May 2014, 06:15 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » SeaDrill (SDRL) is in no way equivalent to this investment and has no part in any standby

cash reserve liquidity strategy. It is a potential candidate for income within an income investor portfolio but

not for the emergency cash asset segment that this gold with close to the money calls strategy addresses.

I identify and discuss specific tickers that do make good dividend income equity investments with covered

options to boost yield in my 20 article tortoise series;

http://seekingalpha.co...

and in the on-going GODS series;

http://seekingalpha.co...

Those interested in that strategy to generate monthly income used value based investing in quality

dividend income equities that boost yield and lower market risk at the same time through covered option

writing are invited to look at those articles.

Investors that can not recognize the differences in strategy to achieve specific goals and in the tactics

needed to implement such strategy really should not be self directing their investments. With that said,

good luck to you in all your choices.

Richard

29 May 2014, 09:20 AM

American_Investor

Richard, you seem confident that GLD is not a leveraged investment. I am currently new to GLD and have been

researching the fund myself. The facts I'm encountering are proving contrary to your beliefs. Would you be able to

provide me with the full details of GLD's insurance? GLD's prospectus avoids giving any details on this subject and

the organizations behind GLD refuses to confirm whether or not GLD's assets are insured. Please feel free to

verify the following for yourself as I have:

"Did anyone try calling the GLD hotline at 866-320-4053 and asking for any numerical details on GLD's insurance?

I reached a representative that told me to look at the prospectus but I am sure the prospectus doesn't give any

numbers or percentages to how much of GLD's physical gold is insured. The prospectus only vaguely mentions

HSBC holding some kind of insurance policy for GLD. This representative proceeded to feign ignorance when

informed of this and said they were just the "marketing agent" for GLD. What kind of marketing agent doesn't know

such basic information about a product they are marketing? It seems like they are deliberately hiding information

from investors.

I remember there was a well documented visit by CNBC's Bob Pisani to GLD's gold vault. It was their intention to

prove the existence of their gold but the gold bar held up by Mr. Pisani had the serial number ZJ6752 and did not
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appear on the most recent bar list at that time. It was later discovered that this "GLD" bar was actually owned by

ETF Securities. I've always suspected GLD of gold hypothecation but saw no real evidence until that visit. The lack

of insurance is incredibly convenient for bullion lending."

The ways the GLD managing organizations are evading questions leads me to believe they are not of the most

honest type. I believe this will be more of a prominent concern on your bullet point "Risk of physical loss through

theft or natural disaster." as this becomes a greater risk of loss through fraud. GLD certainly doesn't seem as

secure as it claims to be and that it is nothing more than a piece of paper at the end of the day.

28 May 2014, 09:08 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for your observations and questions.

You are right to do all the due dilligence you deem necessary to understand any investment, including

GLD. You do need to be clear on what information you review bears on what aspects of the operation and

management of the activity however. Your questions leave some doubt as to if that is the case with the

points you raise.

I have cited the link to the GLD prospectus materials above in the comment thread. In that material, it

clearly states that GLD's holdings are 100% gold bullion only. It also states specifically whom the trustees

are, the depository locations, the actively managed goal of consolidation of the holdings into limited

locations specified.

It further goes on to clearly state that the gold is NOT held in allocated allotments at some of the storage

facilities. Given that disclosure, it is not surprising or worrisome at all that your example identified a "GLD

Bar" as not matching any serial number in the GLD list and being tied to an ETF Securities asset list (ETF

Securities also has a policy of using unallocated storage. So, in reality, the startling news you report is that

an UNALLOCATED bar was discovered to be unallocated! I'm still sleeping well at night.

You ask me about leverage and then request links to insurance information to verify the zero leverage.

Since leverage and insurance are completely unlinked and two separate subjects, I do not understand

your question nor your possible reasoning in raising the question.

Richard

29 May 2014, 09:38 AM

domveit

I think he is saying that the fact that they are dodgy on the insurance is evidence that something fishy is

going on. The something fishy being that they are operating with a 'fractional reserve'.

I get that these suspicions have a tin foil hatty air to them. But I also get that in the long term, paper gold

receipts have been ruinous to those holding them. A federal reserve note used to be such a receipt.

However, buying, storing, and selling actual gold bars is fraught with risk as well. Pick your poison.
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29 May 2014, 05:44 PM

American_Investor

This seems awfully convenient and doesn't make sense in the end. So Bob Pisani (in conjunction with

GLD managing organizations) goes into the vaults to prove the existence of GLD's gold and picks up a

gold bar which they pass off as GLD's bar. But it had a serial number that was seen on ETF Securities' bar

list and not on GLD's bar list. You claim it is an unallocated bar but is that really true? Also, if GLD had any

of its own gold to show, why would they show gold from another fund?

And yes, I have gone through the GLD prospectus carefully. There are numerous weasel clauses in there.

Just read the part in GLD's prospectus where the custodian subcontracts to subcustodians but has no

right to audit or visit the subcustodians' vaults. It then requires third-party audits. So we can have the

custodian own or pay off the third-party auditor to give a clean audit, while knowing that the subcustodian

leases out the gold into the market.

If GLD shareholders suspect so and ask custodian to prove otherwise, custodian can simply say "we have

no right to check the subcustodians, see the prospectus, but here is a clean audit result" however

laughably compromised. If GLD or State Street goes bust, no holder of GLD has any claim to any gold.

GLD holders simply become unsecured creditors along with all other creditors, with no precedence in

bankruptcy court.

This paper gold fund certainly has no shortage of red flags. I believe in the value of physical gold but not

these questionable paper gold funds. Again, GLD seems to be nothing more than a piece of paper at the

end of the day.

03 Jun 2014, 10:32 AM

American_Investor

Domveit is correct. This careful approach has saved me more than I care to count. Whenever the

managing organizations of a fund refuses to be upfront to you with basic information, it is a sign that they

are not acting in good faith. Could you name one positive reason why they would refuse to publicly

disclose the insurance information? I also see insurance as an extra layer of credibility.

03 Jun 2014, 11:12 AM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » To the best of my knowledge GLD carries no insurance. They state that 100% of their

investments are in gold bullion. Further, all of the fund operating costs are accounted for without any

expenditure for insurance. Therefore I see no provision that anything is being spent by the fund on

insurance directly. There may be subordinated coverage for the holdings they have in some or all of the

unallocated bars at communal storage facilities. This would be insurance primarily held by the storage

facilities themselves and thus would constantly vary with shifting quantities of unallocated storage and the
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amounts and terms of coverage carried by the depository managers of those facilities. A detailed and fully

transparent accounting under those circumstances is virtually impossible. Further, since GLD managers do

not claim that the holdings are secured by insurance, the entire question is moot. Investors should rightly

consider the investment Ex of any insurance at all. Therefore, details are moot.

Richard

03 Jun 2014, 12:11 PM

American_Investor

"Further, since GLD managers do not claim that the holdings are secured by insurance, the entire question

is moot."

This is false since the prospectus does make a mention of insurance but doesn't go into details.

"The Custodian maintains insurance with regard to its business on such terms and conditions as it

considers appropriate which does not cover the full amount of gold held in custody."

In the end, however, the Bob Pisani visit with the ZJ6752 gold bar is a bigger concern. As I previously

mentioned: "This seems awfully convenient and doesn't make sense in the end. So Bob Pisani (in

conjunction with GLD managing organizations) goes into the vaults to prove the existence of GLD's gold

and picks up a gold bar which they pass off as GLD's bar. But it had a serial number that was seen on ETF

Securities' bar list and not on GLD's bar list. You claim it is an unallocated bar but is that really true? Also,

if GLD had any of its own gold to show, why would they show gold from another fund?"

05 Jun 2014, 12:08 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for taking the time to contribute to our discussion.

I won't get into a repeating contest of what has already been said here. As to the recurring ZJ6752 bar,

what is it about "unallocated gold storage" people do not understand? There are no "GLD" bars in an

unallocated storage any more than there is John Doe's piece of land in a condominium lot. The asset is

stored in common and allocated via accounting to the appropriate owner. Each and every smaller unit

(bars in the case of gold) are fungible and not attributable uniquely to any one owner. Note that "any one"

is NOT the same as "anyone".

Bottom line, If you think gold is too risky to hold due to fraud potential then don't own it. If you think your

personal private ownership of physical gold in your own possession is safer than GLD's then you are

simply deluding yourself and ignoring all the risks in picking who you buy your bouillon from, who they got

it from, how its tested and verified for purity, physical safety, cost of storage and security, etc.

Richard
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05 Jun 2014, 12:18 PM

American_Investor

"Each and every smaller unit (bars in the case of gold) are fungible and not attributable uniquely to any

one owner. Note that "any one" is NOT the same as "anyone"."

I hope you realize this proves it was not an unallocated bar. As I have previously mentioned, while ZJ6752

did not appear on the GLD bar list, it did appear on ETF Securities' bar list. I'm sure you can verify this for

yourself. Don't you find it strange at all how Bob Pisani in conjunction with the GLD managing

organizations decided to pass off this gold bar as their own? If they had any gold of their own to show, why

would they show gold from another fund? The whole point of Bob Pisani's visit was to prove the existence

of GLD's gold. This was completely organized by the GLD organizations and turned out to be a very

revealing mistake on their part. They were likely not expecting anyone to be diligent and keen enough to

read the serial on the bullion.

09 Jun 2014, 08:21 AM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Sorry, your theory seems to boil down to GLD is successfully masterminding a scheme to

"double sell" some of their gold but at the same time is too sloppy to even take the trouble to pick out one

of their "real owned" gold bars to show off? So you want them to be super clever and super foolish at the

same time. Ok, that's your thesis, you're welcome to it.

Richard

09 Jun 2014, 08:39 AM

American_Investor

Mistakes happen to the best of us. After all, we're only human. Note that they didn't really make a mistake

during the 10 years of the GLD fund until the Bob Pisani visit. Regardless, the ZJ6752 gold bar remains as

a significant concern to anyone that wants to or currently invests in GLD. It has been proven to _not_ be

an unallocated bar.

"at the same time is too sloppy to even take the trouble to pick out one of their "real owned" gold bars to

show off?"

This goes in line with my question: "If they had any gold of their own to show, why would they show gold

from another fund?"

11 Jun 2014, 02:08 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » This has simply grown tiresome. I have allowed you to state your position and in fact
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welcome you having done so. Every investor should be aware of as many facts and circumstances as

possible in order to make an informed decision. However, you continue to repeat the same talking points

over and over. This becomes a rant and does not further contribute to our conversation at all. Therefore I

will ask you to refrain from further comment unless you have additional new material that differs in

substance from that you have already shared with us. I believe you will find this in line with Seeking

Alpha's policy.

Richard

11 Jun 2014, 02:29 PM

American_Investor

With all due respect, I see throughout the thread that you repeatedly claimed GLD is not a leveraged

investment. The material I have shared proves contrary to this. You repeatedly argued that the Bob Pisani

bar is an unallocated bar which is simply not true. And on your previous reply, you create a strawmans

argument which I have given a proper response to. Is there a reason why you're so desperate to defend

GLD contrary to the facts presented? I am merely stating the facts I've learned about the GLD fund.

16 Jun 2014, 07:57 AM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » I have already told you that we will not just continue to repeat what has been said,

regardless of whether you or I agree or disagree. You have just posted all over again what you clearly

state is simply what you have already said in the past. Saying it 10 times or 100,000 does not change

whether it is true or false. We will agree to disagree on our views.

If you insist on repeating them further here simply for the sake of repetition, I will have any further such

comments removed and you blocked from any further comments at all even if not a rehash of your already

recorded views. I leave that up to your future conduct.

Richard

16 Jun 2014, 10:44 AM

vocuer

Wonderful article

Clear, concise.

Presents an immediately available to trade simple strategy that anyone can execute.

We are not going to frequently have an opportunity to trade near unusually safe support.

I am truly thankful

29 May 2014, 11:42 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor
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Author’s reply » Thanks for your kind words and recapping my points so well. I'm glad you enjoyed the article.

Richard

29 May 2014, 11:54 PM

WHN_fan

Most bang for my buck usually comes from the exploration stage companies. Always comes down to

management. Always got to back the guys with the track records. Been chipping away at http://bit.ly/LBSYcN since

they announced a nickel discovery in March. Fantastic team at the helm. Also have a gold project getting drilled

soon.

30 May 2014, 11:57 AM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for joining our discussion.

You make a good observation that gold producers move more than the metal itself.

The gold producers will always give you more bang (and more bust) for your buck since the inverse

pyramid of economically recoverable reserves to natural resource commodity always make their gold ore

reserves highly leveraged. This strategy is not about bang for the buck. In fact, to the contrary, it is about

safe haven for cash and earning a return for the consideration of placing your cash temporarily in gold until

the time it is needed. Very little or nothing will be made off of any price appreciation of gold itself under this

strategy.

Richard

30 May 2014, 01:28 PM
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